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Major Rating Factors

Strengths: Weaknesses:

• Very strong capitalization.

• Sound risk management with conservative

underwriting and prudent provisioning.

• Better-than-peers' funding metrics and strong

liquidity buffers.

• Business and revenue concentration in the cyclical

and challenging shipping industry amid the

COVID-19 downturn.

• No access to central bank for funding needs.
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Outlook: Stable

The stable outlook reflects S&P Global Ratings' view that Danmarks Skibskredit's (DS) high-quality underwriting

policy will allow it to continue navigating cycles in its various shipping segments, with stable nonperforming loans

in the next 24 months and low realized losses through the cycle. We also anticipate that DS will maintain its strong

capital position. Moreover, we expect DS will continue pre-funding its lending, and that it will maintain strong

liquidity buffers against adverse scenarios.

Downside scenario

A negative rating action could stem from an increased risk appetite--for example, if DS took on new clients with

weaker credit quality or underwrote new business with lower standards. This would most likely lead us to

negatively reassess the bank's risk position and could follow a pronounced shift in the bank's strategy, given that

we regard a change to weak underwriting by the current management as remote. Significantly deteriorating

conditions in the shipping industry with a significant drop in freight rates could also trigger a downgrade. A marked

worsening of DS' funding and liquidity metrics could prompt us to remove our positive adjustment for the

institution's superior performance relative to peers.

Upside scenario

We consider a positive rating action on DS as remote at this stage. This is because we would likely remove our

notch of positive adjustment for performance compared with peers' if we revised upward our assessment of

funding in the event that DS received central bank access. We also see limited upside to our assessment of DS'

business model, given its business concentration.

Rationale

We base our ratings on the characteristics of the operating company, DS, which represents more than 99% of the

consolidated group assets. Our 'bbb' group credit profile (GCP) is based on DS' anchor of 'bbb+', the starting point of

our ratings assessment for banks in Denmark.

DS' narrow franchise, concentrated business model on exclusive lending in ship financing (based on first-lien mortgage

lending to the Danish shipping industry and select international shipping companies), and small size constrain the

rating, in our view. However, DS' successful operational track record and very strong efficiency in a highly volatile

industry partly offset these factors.

Our combined view of DS' capital and risk position as a key rating strength rests on our expectation that DS will

remain a resilient and prudent shipping financier. This assessment incorporates our forecast of a risk-adjusted capital

(RAC) ratio well above our 15% threshold for a very strong assessment over the next two years. Furthermore, we

expect DS' strong risk culture, conservative underwriting, and a provisioning policy to be a protection against difficult

economic conditions amid the COVID-19-induced downturn. Although DS' funding metrics are significantly better

than all its domestic peers', we consider funding to be below average, since it has neither direct nor indirect access to

central bank funding. However, DS' euro-dominated bonds are eligible for repurchase transactions at the European

Central Bank.
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The stand-alone credit profile (SACP) is 'bbb', to which we apply a one-notch upward adjustment. We expect DS will

continue demonstrating superior funding metrics and a stronger resilience to abrupt market dislocations, which partly

offsets DS' lack of access to central bank funding. The upward adjustment is also supported by DS's high operating

efficiency and prudent underwriting standards, which will support its earnings capacity through the credit cycle.

Anchor:'bbb+', the same level for banks operating predominantly in Denmark

Our bank criteria use our Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment's economic risk and industry risk scores to

determine a bank's anchor, the starting point in assigning an issuer credit rating. Our anchor for a commercial bank

operating only in Denmark is 'bbb+', based on an economic risk score of '2' and an industry risk score of '4'. In recent

years, DS has diversified its lending to different countries and reduced its exposure to Danish counterparties. We

assign an anchor of 'bbb+' by combining the weighted average economic risk of the countries where it lends, which we

calculate as '3', with the industry risk score of '4' for Denmark.

Our assessment of low economic risks for Denmark balances the anticipated downturn and profitability pressures for

banking in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and elevated private-sector debt (vis-à-vis international peers) with

our view that Danish banks operate in a resilient and competitive economy, with demonstrated monetary and fiscal

flexibility, and a historical focus on prudent management of public finances. We currently forecast Denmark's GDP will

contract by 4% in 2020 before bouncing back to 3.3% growth in 2021.

We expect the structure of the Danish economy will lead to greater resilience amid the pandemic than that of other

Nordic countries. We view this, along with the robustness of the Danish welfare system and the government's policy

response to the pandemic, as a key mitigating factor against potential pressure that the situation creates for banks'

asset quality. Overall, we expect bank provisioning needs to peak in 2020 at 35 basis points (bps) of total sector loans,

mostly from nonmortgage credit exposures toward small and midsize enterprises, a level that rated systemic Danish

banks can accommodate within their capital buffers. We expect the retail mortgage sector, which represents two-thirds

of total lending, will continue to perform fairly well, supported by overall sound supply and demand fundamentals in

the housing market. Overall, we expect generally sound supply and demand fundamentals will continue to support the

Danish housing market, and that house prices will continue their slow appreciation in real terms through 2022.

Our industry risk assessment incorporates our expectation that higher credit losses and revenue attrition linked to

COVID-19 will further hamper the sector's profitability. The frontloading of bail-in-able debt issuances, negative

interest rates, significant investments in compliance, and competitive pressure in corporate lending constrain Danish

banks' profitability. We now expect Danish banks' return on equity (ROE) will fall to 4% in 2020, close to the average

of Denmark's peer countries, but below the remaining Nordic countries.

In our assessment, we consider the banking sector's higher reliance than peers' on functioning wholesale markets.

However, the Danish covered bond market demonstrates a continued stable and strong track record, even during the

March 2020 market turbulence. We view the regulatory environment in Denmark as in line with that of other EU

countries, overall. This balances a generally robust track record of macroprudential policies and conservative bank

supervision with the national anti-money laundering (AML) governance shortcomings highlighted in Danske Bank's

Estonia case. However, local banks and regulators have made progress in strengthening the country's overall AML

framework, and we expect this focus will continue, given the significant public attention and overall political
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consensus.

Our assessment for both economic and industry risk trends for the Danish banking sector remains stable.

Table 1

Danmarks Skibskredit A/S--Key Figures

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. DKK) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Adjusted assets 62,870.0 66,824.0 62,349.0 58,161.0 62,621.0

Customer loans (gross) 41,247.0 41,109.0 39,243.0 37,083.0 42,328.0

Adjusted common equity 9,064.0 9,088.0 8,995.0 9,041.0 8,944.0

Operating revenues 148.0 461.0 537.0 692.0 974.0

Noninterest expenses 81.0 167.0 159.0 143.0 122.0

Core earnings (25.0) 227.0 262.0 334.0 188.0

*Data as of June 30, 2020. DKK--Danish krone.

Business position: Good management, but business model with significant revenue and business
concentration

We expect DS' business profile to remain a rating constraint. This is because its small size, narrow franchise, and very

concentrated business model (based on first-lien mortgage lending to the Danish shipping industry and select

international shipping companies) greatly expose it to a structurally cyclical industry. That said, we still think

management's strong expertise and extensive customer and asset knowledge in the international shipping industry--as

demonstrated by a robust operational track record and very strong efficiency--partly mitigate these factors.

With total assets of Danish krone (DKK) 62.9 billion (€8.2 billion) at June 30, 2020, and a 1% global market share in

shipping, we expect DS will remain a small, specialized lender to the shipping industry, providing services to a

selection of very large clients by financing vessels against first-lien mortgages. The largest share of lending is to

shipping companies in Denmark (36%) followed by Norway (15%), Greece (12%), and Germany (10%). The shipping

loan portfolio will remain highly concentrated, but tilted toward financially stronger ship owners, reflecting the bank's

unchanged dedicated strategy of working primarily with the best-performing shipping companies with diversified

fleets. These include higher-rated shipping operators that can manage difficult markets and adjust operating capacity.

DS has approximately 80 clients, for which it finances more than 750 vessels, with tankers and bulk carriers as its

largest segments. This exposes DS to significant revenue and customer concentration risk in a highly cyclical sector.

Although we recognize that client concentration is decreasing, we still view it as very high.

Partly counterbalancing its narrow business franchise, DS has shown a strong operational track record and performed

robustly since the 2009 downturn in global shipping markets and has continued to show resilience amid this

COVID-19-induced downturn. However, DS' operating revenue deteriorated significantly in the first half of 2020,

resulting in the cost-to-income ratio rising to 55%. This was mainly a reflection of value adjustments owing to the

market sell-off in March (DKK106 million). We see this impact as temporary, and we think the bank will maintain a

cost structure that outperforms most peers over the next two years. DS' cost-to-income ratio has averaged 30% for the

past five years, significantly outperforming the peer average of nearly 53% (see chart 1). However, we expect the

current interest rate environment will continue pressuring the performance of the bank's unparalleled large liquidity
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portfolio.

Chart 1

Furthermore, we expect surplus capacity to continue burdening the shipping industry in the short term, with some

segments facing low freight rates and second-hand prices amid the COVID-19-induced downturn. That said, we expect

that shipping overall will emerge stronger in the medium term, supported by an improved supply/demand balance.

The order books for new ships were at a historical low of about 7%-8% as of mid-2020. Although we expect DS will

remain a small player within a volatile niche market, we see its position and revenue generation as relatively stable,

despite pressure on margins. We anticipate that its prudent provisioning and funding policies will support it during the

sector's current challenges, given its reputation and assortment of solid, profitable ship-owners with diversified fleets.

In line with our expectations, the partial financial sponsor ownership has not led to higher risks related to financial

policy or risk appetite. We understand that the owners are preserving DS' business model and conservative

underwriting practices. Since 2016, private equity fund Axcel and pension funds PFA and PKA have owned

approximately 33% each of 86.5% of DS' shares, through a newly formed holding company, Danmarks Skibskredit

Holding A/S. The Danish Maritime Fund still holds 10% of the share capital and has a claim on 15% of net profits. We

think the influence of the pension funds will ensure the stability of DS' future operations. In particular, we anticipate

that the three parties will maintain equal representation on key decisions regarding the future of DS' stand-alone and

consolidated capitalization, including the holding company. As a result, we expect that the current business strategy
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will remain broadly intact and that the conservative management strategy and risk culture will stay in place.

Table 2

Danmarks Skibskredit A/S--Business Position

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Total revenues from business line (mil. DKK) 148.0 461.0 537.0 692.0 974.0

Commercial banking/total revenues from business line 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Commercial & retail banking/total revenues from business line 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Return on average equity (0.5) 2.5 2.8 3.6 1.9

*Data as of June 30, 2020. DKK--Danish krone.

Capital and earnings: Very strong capitalization and earnings protecting against economic risks

We expect DS's risk-adjusted capital will remain its rating strength, primarily based on our expectations that the bank

will maintain a superior loss-absorption capacity relative to its concentrated business model. This is reflected in our

projected RAC ratio, our main measure for capital adequacy, remaining materially above our 15% threshold over the

next two years.

DS' RAC ratio was 19.1% on a stand-alone basis at first-half 2020. From this level, we anticipate that the RAC will

decrease to about 18.5%-19.0% through 2022. We expect flat loan growth in 2020, reflecting partly lower transaction

activity in the shipping segment, but also DS' selective underwriting approach. Over 2021-2022 we expect that DS'

high-quality loan book will see growth of 2.5%-5.0%, and deliver an annual dividend payout capacity of about 80%.

Although our main focus remains on the capitalization of the rated entity, we also take into consideration the

consolidated capital, including Danmarks Skibskredit Holding A/S. At the consolidated level, we calculate the RAC

ratio as 18.2% at first-half 2020. This includes the same portion of the tied-up capital reserve as is eligible in regulatory

capital at the consolidated level. We expect this portion of tied-up capital at the group level to increase in proportion

to the expected risk. Therefore, including the remaining portion of the tied-up reserve, the capital ratio would improve

by about 6-7 percentage points. We see this as supportive of our very strong capital assessment of the combined entity

and meaningful for the combined view of risk and capital.

Table 3

Danmarks Skibskredit A/S--Capital And Earnings

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Tier 1 capital ratio 18.4 18.5 19.0 19.7 17.2

S&P Global Ratings' RAC ratio before diversification 19.1 19.6 18.7 18.7 17.4

S&P Global Ratings' RAC ratio after diversification 10.9 8.9 8.5 10.6 9.9

Adjusted common equity/total adjusted capital 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Net interest income/operating revenues 185.1 136.9 119.2 91.8 83.9

Fee income/operating revenues 5.4 5.6 6.0 2.9 3.3

Market-sensitive income/operating revenues (90.5) (42.7) (25.1) 5.3 12.7

Noninterest expenses/operating revenues 54.7 36.2 29.6 20.7 12.5

Preprovision operating income/average assets 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.3
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Table 3

Danmarks Skibskredit A/S--Capital And Earnings (cont.)

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Core earnings/average managed assets (0.1) 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.3

*Data as of June 30, 2020. RAC--Risk-adjusted capital.

Table 4

Danmarks Skibskredit A/S--Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework Data

(Mil. DKK) Exposure*

Basel III

RWA

Average Basel III

RW(%)

S&P Global

Ratings' RWA

Average S&P Global

Ratings' RW (%)

Credit risk

Government & central banks 1,524.5 434.4 28.5 45.7 3.0

Of which regional governments and

local authorities

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Institutions and CCPs 6,710.9 1,251.1 18.6 1,257.8 18.7

Corporate 39,639.4 38,755.5 97.8 34,295.3 86.5

Retail 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Of which mortgage 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Securitization§ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other assets† 3,113.9 2,894.1 92.9 3,674.6 118.0

Total credit risk 50,988.7 43,335.1 85.0 39,273.4 77.0

Credit valuation adjustment

Total credit valuation adjustment -- 528.2 -- 0.0 --

Market Risk

Equity in the banking book 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Trading book market risk -- 4,150.0 -- 6,225.0 --

Total market risk -- 4,150.0 -- 6,225.0 --

Operational risk

Total operational risk -- 1,056.0 -- 1,297.9 --

Exposure

Basel III

RWA

Average Basel II

RW (%)

S&P Global

Ratings' RWA

% of S&P Global

Ratings' RWA

Diversification adjustments

RWA before diversification -- 49,069.3 -- 46,796.3 100.0

Total Diversification/

Concentration Adjustments

-- -- -- 35,223.7 75.3

RWA after diversification -- 49,069.3 -- 82,020.1 175.3

Tier 1 capital Tier 1 ratio (%)

Total adjusted

capital

S&P Global Ratings'

RAC ratio (%)

Capital ratio

Capital ratio before adjustments 9,046.0 18.4 8,931.0 19.1

Capital ratio after adjustments‡ 9,046.0 18.4 8,931.0 10.9
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Table 4

Danmarks Skibskredit A/S--Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework Data (cont.)

*Exposure at default. §Securitization Exposure includes the securitization tranches deducted from capital in the regulatory framework. †Exposure

and S&P Global Ratings’ risk-weighted assets for equity in the banking book include minority equity holdings in financial institutions.

‡Adjustments to Tier 1 ratio are additional regulatory requirements (e.g. transitional floor or Pillar 2 add-ons). RWA--Risk-weighted assets.

RW--Risk weight. RAC--Risk-adjusted capital. DKK--Danisk krone. Sources: Company data as of June 30, 2020, S&P Global Ratings.

Risk position: Conservative underwriting and prudent provisioning offset concentration risks in
highly cyclical shipping industry amid the COVID-19-induced downturn

We think the combination of DS' strong capital position and effective risk-management performance mitigate its

concentration in a very cyclical and capital-intense segment. Despite DS' key weakness of a high loan concentration,

we continue to view positively its conservative underwriting and provisioning policy. However, we consider

uncertainty has increased in light of the COVID-19-induced deterioration in DS' operating environment.

We expect DS' portfolio composition (see chart 2) and its tier-1 customer base with good access to cargo and stable

liner routes will support DS' asset quality metrics amid the downturn. Overall, the ClarkSea index, an index of shipping

rates for the major global segments, was still at decent levels in first-half 2020, but we expect credit metrics to vary

significantly between shipping sectors. While tankers (32% of the loan book) have performed well (used as storage

facilities), dry bulk (19%), ferries/ro-ro (8%), car carriers (4%) and gas (8%) have been more affected by the pandemic.

However, DS' clients are reporting that cargo volumes are rebounding. Furthermore, containers' (17%) performance

has been resilient, while offshore continue to be a challenged sector. The industry has historically been used to handle

demand/supply imbalances, and there were no new loan defaults in the first half 2020 as non-offshore segments

continued to perform.
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Chart 2

We therefore forecast provisioning to increase but remain manageable at 49 bps in 2020 and about 20bps-25 bps of

loans through 2022. We base this on DS' ongoing strong underwriting quality, benefits from gradual improvements in

some segments of the shipping industry, and no unexpected event risk to any of the bank's larger customers.

Furthermore, the offshore segment is already highly provisioned, so we do not expect further provisioning from that

segment. Our projections also acknowledge DS' prudent provisioning policy, by assuming stressed collateral values

and 100% default probabilities for all customers showing signs of significant financial difficulty, for example. The

minimal impact on DS' realized losses results from what we consider to be very conservative underwriting standards,

focusing on reputable counterparties with material fleet sizes.

We expect DS' lending will remain focused on a select niche of relatively strong clients in the shipping segment. We

also expect that the allowance account--which decreased to 4.5% of loans in the first half of 2020 from 4.9% at

end-2020--will remain a strong cushion for future write-offs associated with deep and long-lasting challenges in the

stressed offshore environment.

We note that the historical and actual write-offs for DS differ materially from provision levels. The average annual net

write- offs amount to 15 bps over the past 20 years. That said, DS wrote off 114 bps of loans in the first half of 2020

compared to nonperforming loans of 9%. We expect net write-offs will be higher than the historical lows, but below the
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balance on the total allowance account over the next two years, owing to the offshore sector. Furthermore, we expect

the overall shipping market will remain challenged by oversupply in the short term and low shipping rates in specific

segments.

Table 5

Danmarks Skibskredit A/S--Risk Position

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Growth in customer loans 0.7 4.8 5.8 (12.4) (6.2)

Total diversification adjustment / S&P Global Ratings RWA before diversification N/A 120.2 119.6 75.5 76.1

Total managed assets/adjusted common equity (x) 6.9 7.4 6.9 6.4 7.0

New loan loss provisions/average customer loans 0.5 (0.0) 0.1 0.3 1.4

Net charge-offs/average customer loans 1.1 1.2 0.8 0.3 0.2

Gross nonperforming assets/customer loans + other real estate owned 9.1 10.3 13.7 15.9 16.5

Loan loss reserves/gross nonperforming assets 50.5 47.7 46.7 44.0 36.0

*Data as of June 30, 2020. N/A--Not applicable. RWA--Risk-weighted assets.

Funding and liquidity: Prefunding balances a narrow wholesale-based funding model

We expect DS' funding will remain below average, since it does not have direct or indirect access to central bank

funding. That said, we still expect DS' liquidity will remain strong, reflecting its prefunding of all loan offers and high

level of liquid assets to adequately cover its short-term wholesale needs.

DS is entirely wholesale-funded through bonds. It has a match-funded lending book fully backed by the issuance of

wholesale mortgage bonds, based on the Danish balance principle that requires strict matching of interest rates and

currencies. This results in a stable funding ratio of 139% as of Dec. 31, 2019, which is significantly better than all its

domestic peers'. However, DS' bonds have not been eligible for repurchase transactions with the Danish central bank

since April 1, 2015. The central bank's aim is to decrease its administrative burden; Danish banks also have substantial

mortgage bonds eligible for repurchase transactions with the central bank. Although DS' euro-denominated bonds are

eligible for repurchase at the European Central Bank, this limits our view of DS' funding position to below average.

Nonetheless, we regard DS' liquidity as strong, based on ample buffers of good quality liquid assets. As of June 30,

2020, the bank had DKK21.3 billion liquid assets in the form of bank deposits and liquid securities, almost exclusively

comprising 'AAA' rated government and covered bonds that are eligible for repurchase agreements. The ratio of broad

liquid assets to short-term wholesale funding stood at 2.6x at Dec. 31, 2019, with a five-year average of 2.6x in

2016-2019. DS could withstand a scenario in which it loses 30% of its loan portfolio and still make timely payments on

the remaining maturity of its outstanding debt of seven years without accessing wholesale markets. This is due to cash

flows coming from performing loans and bonds that are fully matched, as well as a high volume of liquidity holdings.

The regulatory liquidity coverage ratio was 214% for DS at first-half2020.
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Table 6

Danmarks Skibskredit A/S--Funding And Liquidity

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Long-term funding ratio 87.4 84.2 83.6 88.6 84.0

Stable funding ratio 133.4 139.3 136.9 139.2 118.3

Short-term wholesale funding/funding base 14.9 18.4 19.3 13.7 19.1

Broad liquid assets/short-term wholesale funding (x) 2.7 2.5 2.4 3.4 2.3

Short-term wholesale funding/total wholesale funding 14.9 18.4 19.3 13.7 19.1

Narrow liquid assets/three-month wholesale funding (x) 2.9 2.6 2.4 3.6 2.6

*Data as of June 30, 2020

Support: No uplift to the SACP, since we assume no extraordinary support

We do not factor any external support into DS' SACP. We consider DS to have low systemic importance in Denmark

and, following the implementation of the bail-in provisions in the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive in June

2015, we consider Denmark to have an effective resolution regime in place. We do not consider the additional

loss-absorbing criteria to be applicable to DS, because we do not think the response to DS' nonviability would be a

bail-in resolution.

Additional rating factors: One-notch uplift due to superior funding metrics

We add one notch of uplift based on DS' superior funding metrics and resilience to stress or lack of market access to

funding, even though it does not have access to the central bank for its funding needs. We expect DS will continue to

manage its funding and liquidity risk far more conservatively than most direct peers, demonstrated by fully matched

loans and bonds. Similarly, we expect DS will continue demonstrating superior metrics and a stronger resilience to

abrupt market dislocations, which partly compensates for DS' lack of access to the central bank. The upward

adjustment is also supported by DS's high operating efficiency and prudent underwriting standards, which will support

its earnings capacity through the credit cycle.

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG)

ESG factors are neutral in our assessment of DS's credit worthiness. Social and environmental credit factors are in line

with those of peers in the banking industry, while the bank's governance standards are comparable with the practice in

Denmark.

Environmental factors are creating mounting challenges for the industry, and new regulations are affecting shipping

market dynamics and putting pressure on the economic lifetimes of ships in most segments. However, we expect that

this will not have a material effect on DS' existing loan portfolio. Instead, we assess it to be a key factor for DS' loan

growth over the coming years. We expect DS will continue carefully selecting its exposures and diligently monitoring

the potential impact of technology, environmental factors, and regulatory developments on the future value of the

vessels it uses as collateral.

Furthermore, DS has ramped up its sustainability efforts significantly in the past two years, and will report its portfolio

climate alignment to the Poseidon Principles in its Sustainability Report 2020 to further improve transparency and

incentivize stakeholders to take action.
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Anchor Matrix

Industry

Risk

Economic Risk

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 a a a- bbb+ bbb+ bbb - - - -

2 a a- a- bbb+ bbb bbb bbb- - - -

3 a- a- bbb+ bbb+ bbb bbb- bbb- bb+ - -

4 bbb+ bbb+ bbb+ bbb bbb bbb- bb+ bb bb -

5 bbb+ bbb bbb bbb bbb- bbb- bb+ bb bb- b+

6 bbb bbb bbb- bbb- bbb- bb+ bb bb bb- b+

7 - bbb- bbb- bb+ bb+ bb bb bb- b+ b+

8 - - bb+ bb bb bb bb- bb- b+ b

9 - - - bb bb- bb- b+ b+ b+ b

10 - - - - b+ b+ b+ b b b-

Ratings Detail (As Of December 16, 2020)*

Danmarks Skibskredit A/S

Issuer Credit Rating BBB+/Stable/A-2

Senior Secured A/Stable

Issuer Credit Ratings History

14-Aug-2019 BBB+/Stable/A-2

28-Sep-2016 BBB+/Negative/A-2

04-Feb-2016 BBB+/Stable/A-2

Sovereign Rating

Denmark AAA/Stable/A-1+

*Unless otherwise noted, all ratings in this report are global scale ratings. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on the global scale are comparable

across countries. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on a national scale are relative to obligors or obligations within that specific country. Issue and

debt ratings could include debt guaranteed by another entity, and rated debt that an entity guarantees.
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